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our 
customers 

    

Our Vision 
A trusted partner, insuring today and building 
a safer tomorrow. 

Our Mission 
We are here to insure and support safe and healthy work 
and workplaces. 

We put workers and employers at the centre of all we do. 

We provide them with valued services for injury prevention, 
compensation and return to health and work while 
maintaining system integrity. 

Our Strategic Priorities 
Our Customers – Understanding the diverse needs and expectations of workers and employers. 
Providing proactive and relevant services. 

Our System – Protecting the integrity of the compensation system. Honouring our governing 
principles and delivering on our mandate. 

Our Partners – Collaborating with our partners to deliver superior services and build a safer 
Manitoba. 

Our People – Engaging our employees to harness their commitment and passion. Developing our 
capabilities and our capacity to excel. 

Our Values 
Integrity • Compassion • Innovation • Accountability • Collaboration 

Our Partners – Collaborating with our partners to deliver superior services and build a safer 

Our People – Engaging our employees to harness their commitment and passion. Developing our  – Engaging our employees to harness their commitment and passion. Developing our 
capabilities and our capacity to excel.

Our Values
 Compassion • Innovation • Accountability • Collaboration Collaboration
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INTRODUCTION 
Each year the Workers Compensation Board of Manitoba (WCB) develops a Five Year Plan – 
a synopsis of the initiatives the organization intends to pursue in order to achieve its vision, 
A trusted partner, insuring today and building a safer tomorrow. 

The WCB’s strategic plan communicates a clear direction and guides the organization in 
fulfilling an expanded prevention mandate and maintaining its delivery of high-quality 
compensation and return to work services. 

Over the next five years, the WCB will continue to execute the strategic plan according to 
four priorities: 

• Our Customers 
• Our System 
• Our Partners 
• Our People. 

In 2015, the WCB developed the key characteristics which describe our Future State and a 
concrete description that illustrates what it means for us to achieve our vision. The following 
five key statements describe our Future State: 

1. Manitoba’s days lost to workplace injury and illness are at an all-time low.
 

2. Our customers get seamless personal service.
 

3. Our system is known as fair and efficient.
 

4. Our partners’ views count.
 

5. Our people are proud to work here and committed to making a difference.
 

The first statement aligns with our mandate of preventing injuries and helping workplaces 

return workers to productive and meaningful work as soon as safely possible following an 

injury. The remaining four statements align with each of our strategic priorities.
 

This Five Year Plan looks to the future, outlining the significant initiatives that will be 
undertaken to enable steady progress toward the desired Future State. 
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Many of these initiatives are already underway. For information on the WCB’s current 
activities, please refer to the 2016 Annual Report. 
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OUR MANDATE 
Future State: 
Manitoba’s days lost to workplace injury and illness are at an all-time low. 

Goals: 
• To prevent and continuously reduce the number and severity of workplace injuries and illnesses. 

• To continuously reduce days lost after a workplace injury or illness. 

Major Initiatives:
Implement Manitoba’s Five-Year Plan for Workplace Injury and Illness Prevention 
SAFE Work Manitoba will continue to implement a detailed plan for delivering on Manitoba’s Five-Year Plan for 
Workplace Injury and Illness Prevention. This includes supporting new industry-based safety programs, implementing 
SAFE Work certification and prevention rebate programs, expanding e-learning options for safety and health 
training, and developing the technology to support prevention. 

Improve return to work practices
The WCB is committed to promoting the value of return to work and supporting best practices in return to work. 
This includes helping workplaces increase the effectiveness of their return to work programs, delivering return 
to work training, and ensuring the WCB provides quality services to assist workers to return to meaningful and 
productive work as soon as medically fit after an injury. 

OUR MAND 
uture State: 

Manitoba’s days lost to workplace injury and illness are at an all-time low 

Goals:

OUR MANDATE
Future State:
Manitoba’s days lost to workplace injury and illness are at an all-time low.

Goals: 
• To prevent and continuously reduce the number and severity of workplace injuries and illnesses. 

• To continuously reduce days lost after a workplace injury or illness. 

Major Initiatives: 
ImplementImplement Manitoba’s FManitoba’s F 
SAFE Work Manitoba will continue to implement a detailed plan for delivering on 
Workplace Injury and Illness Prevention 
SAFE Work certification and prevention rebate programs, expanding e-learning options for safety and health 
training, and developing the technology to support prevention. 

Improve return to work practices 
The WCB is committed to promoting the value of return to work and supporting best practices in return to work. 
This includes helping workplaces increase the effectiveness of their return to work programs, delivering return 
to work training, and ensuring the WCB provides quality services to assist work 
productive work as soon as medically fit after an injury 

Goals:
• To prevent and continuously reduce the number and severity of workplace injuries and illnesses.

Manitoba’s days lost to workplace injury and illness are at an all-time low.

Goals:

productive work as soon as medically fit after an injury.

• To prevent and continuously reduce the number and severity of workplace injuries and illnesses.

Manitoba’s Five-Year Plan for 
. This includes supporting new industry-based safety programs, implementing 

SAFE Work certification and prevention rebate programs, expanding e-learning options for safety and health 

The WCB is committed to promoting the value of return to work and supporting best practices in return to work. 
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Five Year Targets:  
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the 
following milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State: 

     

R

 

educe the total number of days lost to 

698,500or 
less. 

Reduce the number of workplace injuries to 

22,200 or 
less. 

Reduce the number of severe injuries to 

1,750or 
less. 

Achieve a time loss injury rate of 

2.3or less per 100 full
time workers. 

In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the 
following milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the 
following milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:

Reduce the total number of days lost toReduce the total number of days lost toReduce the total number of days lost to

698,500698,500
Reduce the number of workplace injuries to Reduce the number of workplace injuries to 

22,200 22,200 
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in customer satisfaction of employers and injured workers.

in employers and injured workers likely to speak positively about the WCB.

 

    

OUR CUSTOMERS 
Future State: 
Our customers get seamless personal service. 

Strategic Priority: 
Understanding the diverse needs and expectations of workers and employers while providing proactive and 
relevant services. 

Goals: 
• To enhance our culture to ensure our customers and their needs are at the centre of all we do. 

• To leverage information and technology to make it easy to do business with us. 

• To deliver excellent services and programs to meet the diverse needs and expectations of our customers. 

Major Initiatives: 

Enhance customer-centred service throughout our organization 
The WCB is committed to continuously seeking out new and innovative ways to enhance service to our 
customers. The WCB will continue to develop a comprehensive customer-centred service program, implementing 
recommendations from the customer journey maps for workers and employers, improving the quality of the WCB’s 
letters, and enhancing ways for customers to provide feedback. 

Improve our customers’ compensation and return to work experience 
The WCB understands and cares about the diverse needs of our customers. The WCB will continue to implement 
best practices in customer service and return to work by making improvements in telephone service and providing 
enhanced training in best practices. 

Improve employers’ experience with our assessment processes 
The WCB is committed to continuing to implement enhanced online services for employers including making 
improvements to online payroll reporting and implementing online account statements. 

OUR CUSTOMERS
Future State:
Our customers get seamless personal service.

Strategic Priority:

OUR CUSTOMERS

Understanding the diverse needs and expectations of workers and employers while providing proactive and 

The WCB is committed to continuously seeking out new and innovative ways to enhance service to our 
customers. The WCB will continue to develop a comprehensive customer-centred service program, implementing 
recommendations from the customer journey maps for workers and employers, improving the quality of the WCB’s 

The WCB understands and cares about the diverse needs of our customers. The WCB will continue to implement 

Understanding the diverse needs and expectations of workers and employers while providing proactive and 

• To enhance our culture to ensure our customers and their needs are at the centre of all we do.• To enhance our culture to ensure our customers and their needs are at the centre of all we do.

• To leverage information and technology to make it easy to do business with us. 

• To deliver excellent services and programs to meet the diverse needs and expectations of our customers.

• To enhance our culture to ensure our customers and their needs are at the centre of all we do.

• To deliver excellent services and programs to meet the diverse needs and expectations of our customers.• To deliver excellent services and programs to meet the diverse needs and expectations of our customers.

Major Initiatives:
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Five Year Targets: 
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the following 
milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State: 

ive Y Five Year Targets:Five Year Targets:
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the following 
milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:
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80%Achieve 
at least 

85%Achieve 
at least 

in customer satisfaction of employers and injured workers. 

in employers and injured workers likely to speak positively about the WCB. 
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OUR SYSTEM 
Future State: 
Our system is known as fair and efficient. 

Strategic Priority: 
Protecting the integrity of the compensation system, honouring our governing principles 
and delivering on our mandate. 

Goals: 
• To continuously improve system performance.

• To ensure all workplace partners in the compensation system — the WCB, workers and employers —
understand and act on their rights and responsibilities.

• To maintain a balanced and financially sound system.

Major Initiatives: 

Revise the rate model to ensure balance and fairness 
The WCB will continue to implement the changes resulting from the 2014 comprehensive review of the 
assessment rate model, including developing and implementing a new rate model, making changes to the current 
model to enable a smooth transition to the new model, and communicating extensively with stakeholders. 

Design and implement electronic healthcare reporting and billing 
Healthcare providers play a vital part in the recovery and return to work of injured workers. In order to improve 
the quality, timeliness and efficiency of reporting and billing processes, the WCB has launched a multi-year 
project to enable electronic healthcare reporting and billing from doctors, chiropractors and physiotherapists. 

Support legislative review and implement required changes 
Legislation requires a review of The Workers Compensation Act every 10 years to ensure it is still up-to-date and 
applicable to the changing times. The WCB is supporting the review, including providing administrative support to 
the consultation process and researching particular issues. The administration will also lead the implementation 
of any changes required as a result of new legislation. 
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OUR SYSTEM
Future State:
Our system is known as fair and efficient.

Strategic Priority:
Protecting the integrity of the compensation system, honouring our governing principles 
and delivering on our mandate.

Goals:
• o continuously improve system performance.

• o ensure all workplace partners in the compensation system — the WCB, workers and employers —
understand and act on their rights and responsibilities.

• o maintain a balanced and financially sound system.

Major Initiatives:

Revise the rate model to ensure balance and fairness
The WCB will continue to implement the changes resulting from the 2014 comprehensive review of the 
assessment rate model, including developing and implementing a new rate model, making changes to the current 
model to enable a smooth transition to the new model, and communicating extensively with stakeholders.

Design and implement electronic healthcare reporting and billing 
Healthcare providers play a vital part in the recovery and return to work of injured workers. In order to improve 
the quality, timeliness and efficiency of reporting and billing processes, the WCB has launched a multi-year 
project to enable electronic healthcare reporting and billing from doctors, chiropractors and physiotherapists.

Support legislative review and implement required changes
Legislation requires a review of The Workers Compensation Act every 10 years to ensure it is still up-to-date and 
applicable to the changing times. The WCB is supporting the review, including providing administrative support to 
the consultation process and researching particular issues. The administration will also lead the implementation 
of any changes required as a result of new legislation. 



 

 

Maintain the accident fund reserve in keeping with the 

130%  funding ratio 
target. 

Achieve average claim duration of 

31days
or less. 

 funding ratio  funding ratio 
target.

Achieve average claim duration of Achieve average claim duration of 

31  days 31  days  days 31 or less.31 or less.or less.31 
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Strengthen the WCB compliance framework 
Ensuring all parties comply with their responsibilities is a key element in protecting the integrity of the 
compensation system. Compliance activities include education and awareness so that workers and employers 
understand their rights and responsibilities for reporting workplace injuries, as well as enhancing audits and 
fraud detection. 

Build our business intelligence capacity 
The WCB is committed to continuing to develop and enhance our data analytic capabilities through business 
intelligence tools and methodologies. Easier access to rich WCB data will give our organization more timely 
and better information for performance monitoring, operational decision-making, strategic planning and 
service improvements. 

Evolve our technical infrastructure to support collaboration, innovation and mobility 
The WCB is committed to enhancing our technology to enable our major projects and to support collaboration, 
innovation and a mobile customer base. Improvements include modernizing and simplifying the technical 
infrastructure and increasing efficiency of technical support functions. 



    

OUR PARTNERS 
Future State: 
Our partners’ views count. 

Strategic Priority: 
Collaborating with our partners to deliver superior services and build a safer Manitoba. 

Goals: 
• To facilitate collaboration with our partners.

• To build community capacity to promote safe workplaces.

• To enhance our public reputation and increase stakeholder confidence.

Major Initiatives: 

Support new and existing industry-based safety programs 
To achieve its goal of reducing the number and severity of workplace injuries and illnesses, SAFE Work Manitoba 
is committed to working in partnership with existing industry-based safety programs and directly supporting the 
establishment of new safety programs in additional industries. 

Implement a stakeholder outreach strategy 
The WCB is committed to collaborating with partners and stakeholders. The WCB will implement supports to reach out 
to stakeholders to deliver information and resources and gather feedback through new channels. In addition, the WCB 
is implementing a knowledge transfer and exchange program to enhance the value of our Research and Workplace 
Innovation Program to stakeholders. 
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Five Year Targets: 
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the 
following milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State: 

Maintain the number of Manitobans who believe the WCB makes a positive contribution at 

70%  or 
more. 

72% or 
more. 

Increase the percentage of WCB-covered payroll ser -based safety program to

Five Year Targets: Five Year Targets: Five Year Targets: Five Year Targets: 
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the 
following milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:following milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the 
following milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:

Maintain the number of Manitobans who believe the WCB makes a positive contribution at  Maintain the number of Manitobans who believe the WCB makes a positive contribution at  

70%  or 
more.

72%
Increase the percentage of WCB-covered payroll served by an industry-based safety program to 
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Meet or exceed the innovation benchmark* of

    

OUR PEOPLE 
Future State: 
Our people are proud to work here and committed to making a difference. 

Strategic Priority: 
Engaging our employees to harness their commitment and passion. Developing our capabilities and our capacity to 
excel. 

Goals: 
• To support staff and enhance their ability to provide excellent customer service.

• To increase staff commitment and engagement.

• To build a culture that supports innovation.

Major Initiatives: 

Implement initiatives to engage employees 
The WCB is committed to increasing staff engagement and to enhancing collaboration to better serve our 
customers. The WCB will continue to conduct regular employee engagement surveys, implement action plans 
emerging from those surveys and regularly solicit input from staff about their work and the organization. The WCB 
is implementing a mental health strategy as well as workforce management strategies that ensure alignment with 
our strategic plan. 

Enhance our leadership development 
Strong leadership is essential to accomplishing organizational goals. The WCB will continue to support its leaders 
through training and development and by providing change management tools and strategies. 

Support our innovation culture 
The WCB is committed to finding new and better ways to provide service and to making our system more 
responsive, efficient and effective. The WCB will continue to implement agile innovation projects and support 
leaders in developing an innovation culture. 

Renew our physical work environment 
The WCB has developed an office renewal plan to allow for a more effective workspace to meet the needs of the 
organization and work has begun on implementing improved office space for Compensation Services. 

The WCB is committed to increasing staff engagement and to enhancing collaboration to better serve our 
customers. The WCB will continue to conduct regular employee engagement surveys, implement action plans 
emerging from those surveys and regularly solicit input from staff about their work and the organization. The WCB 
is implementing a mental health strategy as well as workforce management strategies that ensure alignment with 

Our people are proud to work here and committed to making a difference.

Strategic Priority:
Engaging our employees to harness their commitment and passion. Developing our capabilities and our capacity to 
excel.

Goals:
• To support staff and enhance their ability to provide excellent customer service.

• To increase staff commitment and engagement.

• To build a culture that supports innovation.

Major Initiatives:

Implement initiatives to engage employees
The WCB is committed to increasing staff engagement and to enhancing collaboration to better serve our 
customers. The WCB will continue to conduct regular employee engagement surveys, implement action plans 
emerging from those surveys and regularly solicit input from staff about their work and the organization. The WCB 
is implementing a mental health strategy as well as workforce management strategies that ensure alignment with 
our strategic plan.

Enhance our leadership development
Strong leadership is essential to accomplishing organizational goals. The WCB will continue to support its leaders 
through training and development and by providing change management tools and strategies. 

Support our innovation culture
The WCB is committed to finding new and better ways to provide service and to making our system more 
responsive, efficient and effective. The WCB will continue to implement agile innovation projects and support 
leaders in developing an innovation culture.

Renew our physical work environment 
The WCB has developed an office renewal plan to allow for a more effective workspace to meet the needs of the 
organization and work has begun on implementing improved office space for Compensation Services.

Engaging our employees to harness their commitment and passion. Developing our capabilities and our capacity to Engaging our employees to harness their commitment and passion. Developing our capabilities and our capacity to 

• To support staff and enhance their ability to provide excellent customer service.

The WCB is committed to increasing staff engagement and to enhancing collaboration to better serve our 
customers. The WCB will continue to conduct regular employee engagement surveys, implement action plans 
emerging from those surveys and regularly solicit input from staff about their work and the organization. The WCB 
is implementing a mental health strategy as well as workforce management strategies that ensure alignment with 

Strong leadership is essential to accomplishing organizational goals. The WCB will continue to support its leaders 
through training and development and by providing change management tools and strategies. 
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OUR PEOPLE
Future State:
Our people are proud to work here and committed to making a difference.

OUR PEOPLE
Future State:
Our people are proud to work here and committed to making a difference.Our people are proud to work here and committed to making a difference.

Strategic Priority:



.

    

Five Year Targets: 
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the following 
milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State: 

*The benchmark scores above are based on industry average scores from comparable public sector organizations of a
similar size and taken from the 2015 biennial WCB employee engagement survey. 

In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the following 
milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:
In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the following 

*The benchmark scores above are based on industry average scores from comparable public sector organizations of a 

81% 

69% 
69% 
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Meet or exceed the innovation benchmark* of 

Meet or exceed the customer focus benchmark* of 

In the five year period covered by this plan, the WCB is focused on the following 
milestones along the path to achieving the desired Future State:

*The benchmark scores above are based on industry average scores from comparable public sector organizations of a*The benchmark scores above are based on industry average scores from comparable public sector organizations of a 
similar size and taken from the 2015 biennial WCB employee engagement survey similar size and taken from the 2015 biennial WCB employee engagement survey.

Meet or exceed the innovation benchmark* ofMeet or exceed the innovation benchmark* of

Meet or exceed the customer focus benchmark* ofMeet or exceed the customer focus benchmark* of

Meet or exceed the employee engagement benchmark* of 



    

2017 – 2021 BUDGETED 
AND PROJECTED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 
The strategic plan communicates a clear direction and guides the organization in fulfilling its prevention 
mandate and maintaining its delivery of high-quality compensation and return to work services. In 2017 
and beyond, the WCB will continue to work to support our Future State, the key characteristics that 
illustrate what it means for us to achieve our vision. These include: 

1. Manitoba’s days lost to workplace injury and illness are at an all-time low.

2. Our customers get seamless personal service.

3. Our system is known as fair and efficient.

4. Our partners’ views count.

5. Our people are proud to work here and committed to making a difference.

The organization’s financial plans are prudent. The WCB will be accessing accumulated surpluses 
beginning in 2018, in order to reduce the accident fund reserve and funding ratio from 146 per cent to 
135 per cent. 

WCB revenues include: 
Premium revenue: this amount represents a combination of estimated annual assessable payroll and 
the average assessment rate, using reasonable assumptions for economic and inflationary growth. The 
average assessment rate used in the Five Year Plan is $1.10 in 2017 and $0.95 in 2018 and beyond. The 
rate change is financially sound and is intended to return surplus funds to employers. 

Investment revenue: this amount represents a return that is consistent with the WCB’s investment 
portfolio profile. A steady rate of return of six per cent is used throughout the Plan, as it is not possible to 
predict investment markets. Actual results in this area will vary and fluctuations can be significant. 

WCB expenses include: 
Claim costs: this amount assumes the injury rate will decline during the Five Year Plan period and 
includes a reasonable assumption for cost inflation. Fluctuations in claim costs can occur if there is an 
increase to injury rates, very expensive claims, a change in the mix of old and new claims, or a change in 
claim duration. 

Operating expenses: this amount represents salaries, employee benefits, infrastructure, the Appeal 
Commission, the Research and Workplace Innovation Program, SAFE Work Manitoba and administrative 
costs. In 2017 and beyond, estimates include a reasonable assumption for inflation. 
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Proforma Statement of Financial Position (unaudited) 
As at December 31 
(in thousands of dollars) 

2016 
Actual 

2017 
Budget 

2018 
Projection 

2019 
Projection 

2020 
Projection 

2021 
Projection 

Assets $ 1,911,409 $ 1,950,311 $ 1,962,660 $ 1,972,140 $ 1,981,039 $ 1,992,918 

Liabilities  1,310,108 1,342,403 1,385,997 1,417,727 1,448,461 1,481,960 

Funded position  601,301 607,908 576,663 554,413 532,578 510,958 

$  1,911,409 $ 1,950,311 $ 1,962,660 $ 1,972,140 $ 1,981,039 $ 1,992,918 

Funding ratio 145.9% 145.3% 141.6% 139.1% 136.8% 134.5% 

Proforma Statement of Operations and Comprehensive Income (unaudited) 
For the years ending December 31 
(in thousands of dollars) 

2016 
Actual 

2017 
Budget 

2018 
Projection 

2019 
Projection 

2020 
Projection 

2021 
Projection 

Projected average 
assessment rate $ 1.24 $ 1.10 $ 0.95 $ 0.95 $ 0.95 $ 0.95 

Premium revenue $ 256,881 $ 241,013 $ 203,946 $ 206,146 $ 210,758 $ 216,792 

Investment income  48,628 91,994 93,087 93,522 94,200 95,890 

Revenue  305,509 333,007 297,033 299,668 304,958 312,682 

Claim costs incurred  168,057 222,000 218,659 206,819 205,940 209,823 

Operating expenses  95,716 104,400 109,619 115,099 120,853 124,479 

Total expenses  263,773  326,400  328,278  321,918  326,793  334,302 

Operating surplus  41,736 6,607  (31,245)  (22,250)  (21,835)  (21,620) 

Other comprehensive 
income  (5,630) - - - - -

Total comprehensive 
income $ 36,106 $  6,607 $  (31,245) $  (22,250) $  (21,835) $  (21,620) 
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Total comprehensive 
income $ 36,106 $  6,607 $  (31,245) $  (22,250) $  (21,835) $  (21,620)
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Proforma Statement of Financial Position (unaudited)
As at December 31
(in thousands of dollars)

2016
Actual

2017
Budget

2018
Projection

2019
Projection

2020
Projection

2021
Projection

Assets $ 1,911,409 $ 1,950,311 $ 1,962,660 $ 1,972,140 $ 1,981,039 $ 1,992,918

Liabilities  1,310,108  1,342,403  1,385,997  1,417,727  1,448,461  1,481,960 

Funded position  601,301  607,908  576,663  554,413  532,578  510,958 

$  1,911,409 $ 1,950,311 $ 1,962,660 $ 1,972,140 $ 1,981,039 $ 1,992,918

Funding ratio 145.9% 145.3% 141.6% 139.1% 136.8% 134.5%

Proforma Statement of Operations and Comprehensive Income (unaudited)
For the years ending December 31
(in thousands of dollars)

2016
Actual

2017
Budget

2018
Projection

2019
Projection

2020
Projection

2021
Projection

Projected average 
assessment rate $ 1.24 $ 1.10 $ 0.95 $ 0.95 $ 0.95 $ 0.95

Premium revenue $ 256,881 $ 241,013 $ 203,946 $ 206,146 $ 210,758 $ 216,792

Investment income  48,628  91,994  93,087  93,522  94,200  95,890 

Revenue  305,509  333,007  297,033  299,668  304,958  312,682 

Claim costs incurred  168,057  222,000  218,659  206,819  205,940  209,823 

Operating expenses  95,716  104,400  109,619  115,099  120,853  124,479 

Total expenses  263,773  326,400  328,278  321,918  326,793  334,302

Operating surplus  41,736  6,607  (31,245)  (22,250)  (21,835)  (21,620)

Other comprehensive 
income  (5,630) - - - - -

Total comprehensive 
income $ 36,106 $  6,607 $  (31,245) $  (22,250) $  (21,835) $  (21,620)
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